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1.1. Introduction:
We live in an era of unprecedented data abundance and aggregation. The sheer variety
of new information available on the Internet, in databases, and from other sources has
changed the way we conduct business, undertake research, and communicate. Most of
the changes are positive. Yet, increased reliance upon networked data has also
introduced new challenges. One serious problem we need to address is that of
incorrect data missing or inaccurate information that resides in (and, indeed,
frequently results from) the abundance and aggregation of data in our lives today
Dirty data can have several pernicious effects. In particular, it:
1. Impacts the quality of care.
2. Introduces privacy and other civil liberty concerns.
3. Increases costs and inefficiencies.
4. Creates liability risks and undermines the reliability and benefits of information
technology (IT) investments, including the potential to streamline service delivery,
accounting, and billing. Wrong data to system which will effect in business, prevent
system itself from unauthorized access.
In current research comes as an attempt to address the subject through the side of a
theoretical addressed of intellectual the foundations for the integrity of the data by the
field and taking design a framework for applying data quality within the Mena factory
Steel Products.
.
1.2. Problem Statement:
the data when it is distributed in distributed databases and implement by some of the
processes can cause some of the problems such as the complexity, cost, the Security,
difficulty of ensuring the validity of data and synchronous and that you need to
implement some of the techniques to solve these problems, controls the enterprises
need to design a framework to ensures quality data to help organizations in making
the right decision.
1.3.

Research Objective:
Objectives of the research is to design a framework for building data quality and
technology policy and to ensure that similar data after the implementation of the
processes of the deletion, and modification added ... etc application on a base

the Mena factory data Steel Products in distributed database to be the data on
the a high level of quality and integrity.
1.4. Research Methodology:
In this research design has been adopted the framework on the previous studies
and research undertaken for the purpose of to find solutions and challenges of
data quality and the application of comprehensive quality of the policies of data
in a distributed database .
1.5. Research Structure:
Contains five chapters: the first chapter is introduction. While the second chapter is
related work chapter, which discussed distributed database and related work. And the
third chapter is literature review. The fourth chapter is design framework . While the
fifth chapter is the last chapter, defines conclusions and recommendations.

